
 

Trapped in a Disused Mine   Set 8 (324 words) 
Written by Angela Weeks and illustrated by Dick Weigall 

Special words 

friendly, sure, light, heard, through, were, they, worried, 

all, their, sons, who, age, anyone, someone, would, who, 

couldn’t, while, pushed, hear 

Words where the vowel says its name:  

old, gold, told, find, Tiger, began, only, used, using, going, 

between, no, ago  

Chad and Sam often visited the old gold mine with their dog, Tiger, a 

friendly, black labrador. They took picks and spades to help them  

find a gold nugget that they were sure would make them a fortune.  

While they were fossicking about, there was a rumble in the tunnel. Tiger  

began to bark and dashed out of the mine as rocks began tumbling onto the 

ground blocking the entry. It was dark and dusty and Chad’s torch provided only 

a small glimmer of light.  

As the rocks settled, Chad stood up. He was shaken but unscathed.  

Sam was moaning in agony. His leg was trapped under a big rock. Using his spade 

as a lever, Chad carefully pushed the rock off Sam’s leg and onto the ground.  

The boys used the torch to look around but they could see no escape.  

They were stuck and they had not told anyone where they were  

going. What could they do? It was unlikely that someone would be just 

outside the mine to hear them if they shouted. Sam groaned. He 

was scared. Then, they heard a noise outside. A dog was barking and  

men were shouting their names. They shouted back. 



At last a small shaft of sunshine penetrated the mine, as rocks were  

shifted to make a path to the outside. Then Tiger poked his nose  

through the gap that had been made between the rocks.  

Not long after, Chad’s dad and Sam’s dad stepped into the mine.  

Were they angry? No, they weren’t angry. They had been worried about 

the boys but they couldn’t be too cross. After all, it was not that long  

ago that they had fossicked in the mine, themselves.  

In fact, it was the boys’ fathers who had taken them to see the mine  

not long before and told them a story about the gold nugget they had  

found when tahey were their age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Questions 

After reading the text, or the relevant page, ask students one or more of the 

following questions. If students are working in pairs, alternate Partner 1, then 

Partner 2. 

 

 What do these words mean: unscathed, moaning, lever, fossick, 

penetrated, rumble, glimmer, gold nugget? 

 Do you think the story the boys’ fathers told them about finding a nugget 

of gold in the mine was true? Give a reason for your answer. 

 Can you think of a time in your life when you went off without telling your 

parents where you were going and they had to go looking for you? 

 In what situations is it important to tell someone where you are going and 

when you expect to arrive back?  

 


